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Throwback to a very special year

Having significantly changed the life for all of us, 2020 comes as a 

synonym for “facing a completely new situation”. Nevertheless, with 

change come chances and eventually growth – and that’s how we 

want to look back at a year of uncertainties and opportunities. First 

and foremost, it has given prove to two important learnings: a strong 

network becomes a stronghold and pole-position in times of crisis, 

and secondly, it also has emphasized the importance of the Silicon 

Alps region and the Electronic Based Systems industry for our society 

and our future. 

On this foundation, we were able to foster cooperation through  

moving our service formats to the virtual space. We have installed  

digital platforms to generate collaboration and innovation and  

adapted our network-service to the new conditions as quickly and 

valuably to all partners as possible. Moreover, joint efforts with the 

other clusters were made to maneuver our partners through the 

pandemic with cross-cluster formats to offer support wherever we 

could. After all, we can now look back at numerous examples of  

innovative strength and resilience, helpful collaboration, creative 

ideas and all in all a successful 2020 that will also have a sustainable 

impact on the cluster’s activities and formats.

Our highest duty as a network organization, however, is to always 

focus on the opportunities and align the benefits for our ecosystem 

and society. Such is the acceleration on digitization with a huge effect 

on the EBS and microelectronics industry as well. Billions of funds 

by the states and the European Union focus on green electronics 

and digitization, which is fair to say will boost our industry, while at 

the same time it emphasizes our responsibility for the present and 

future society. It will be on us, the providers of the technologies of  

tomorrow, to continue to set new standards in terms of a secure and 

clean future, where microelectronics will go ahead to be the super-

heroes of our times.

We, the Silicon Alps team, would like to thank you for your active 

and valuable contribution and look forward to a deepening of our 

solid partnership in the year 2021!

Watch our annual review:

PREFACE | Silicon Alps Team PREFACE | State Councilors
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In our complex world, major challenges can only be solved 

through cooperation. Ideally, this cooperation should cross 

borders – company borders, branch borders and national 

borders. And this is exactly where the Silicon Alps Cluster 

has its role as enabler. The cluster acts as a catalyst and 

brings the right people together in order to find the answers  

for the future in the right areas. 2020 was a particularly 

challenging year for all of us, including for the cluster and 

its members. The change that we were just about to be-

gin, suddenly picked up speed. Companies in the field of 

electronics-based systems in particular, as well as their  

suppliers and service providers, have demonstrated  

enormous adaptability and reliably supplied the markets 

with the key technologies required for digitization.

Thanks to its large number of members and partners, 

the Silicon Alps Cluster bundles enormous know-how. I,  

personally, welcome the fact that this know-how is now 

being brought out on an even broader scale as an extremely  

valuable contribution to society.

Yet, the year 2021 will continue to pose huge challenges on 

us. However, I am convinced that we will pass this time well 

with exactly what the cluster stands for: cooperation and 

further development based on facts and opportunities.

2020 will be remembered as one of the most challenging 

years. The corona crisis is a major test, especially for the 

economy. However, the digitization surge that has come 

alongside the pandemic also opens up new opportunities. 

Many entrepreneurs seized the opportunity and reacted to 

the situation with innovative ideas. It is now all the more 

important to support companies in their digital transfor-

mation. In the last few months, parallel to providing Styrian 

economic aid, our team has conducted a comprehensive  

economic stimulus program which is entering the  

implementation phase. The Silicon Alps Cluster thereby 

plays a central role in the area of digitization. It is not only  

seen as a showcase project for the cross-federal  

cooperation between Styria and Carinthia, but also  

strengthens the region of southern Austria with its efforts – 

while at the same time increasing our international visibility 

in the field of microelectronics. 

I would like to thank the entire SAC team for their great  

commitment over the past year. Despite the current  

challenges, I am convinced that we will master the corona 

crisis well and we will be able to return to economic growth 

quickly. We can therefore look forward to the year 2021 

with confidence!

Dr.in Gaby Schaunig, 
Deputy Head of the 

Carinthian Government 

and Spokeswoman for 

Technology

MMag.a Barbara  
Eibinger-Miedl,

Economic Councilor of the 

Styrian Government

https://youtu.be/GWQlrH05zPM
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PARTNERS 2020

 KWF Kärntner Wirtschaftsförderungsfonds
 Ortner Cleanroom Engineering GmbH
 Siegle + Epple Austria GmbH & Co. KG
 LAM Research AG
 Katronik H. Steindl GmbH
 Alpen-Adria Universität Klagenfurt
 AT&S Austria Technologie & Systemtechnik Aktien- 

gesellschaft
 AVL LIST GmbH
 COMPREI Reinraum- Handel- Schulungs GesmbH.
 Industriellenvereinigung Kärnten
 Infineon Technologies Austria AG
 Intel Austria GmbH
 NXP Semiconductors Austria GmbH
 Steirische Wirtschaftsförderungsges. m.b.H.
 TDK Electronics GmbH & Co OG
 Polymer Competence Center Leoben GmbH
 WILD Elektronik und Kunststoff GmbH & Co KG
 erfideo Software & Identifikations GmbH
 JOANNEUM RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft mbH
 Technische Universität Graz
 FH JOANNEUM Gesellschaft mbH
 Materials Center Leoben Forschung GmbH (MCL)
 Karl-Franzens-Universität Graz
 VIRTUAL VEHICLE Research GmbH
 xFace Johannes Wolkerstorfer e.U.
 Know-Center GmbH 
 primtec GmbH
 Fachhochschule Kärnten Gemeinnützige PS
 SVI Austria GmbH
 Stadt Villach
 SMB Pure Systems GmbH
 FH CAMPUS 02 GmbH Studiengang Automatisierungs-

technik

 PMS Elektro- und Automationstechnik GmbH
 Spath MicroElectronicDesign GmbH (MEDs)
 Linz Center of Mechatronics GmbH
 Bright Red Systems GmbH
 Flex
 Tapkey GmbH
 ZFE-Zentrum for Elektronenmikroskopie Graz
 KLAXON MOBILITY GmbH
 BDO Consulting GmbH
 Cleanroom Technology Austria GmbH
 CISC Semiconductor GmbH
 P.SYS caring systems GmbH
 i3 Initiative Intelligente Innovation, gemeinnütziger Verein
 SLOC GmbH
 Sibrai-Electronics GmbH
 Panthronics AG
 Tautschnig Rechtsanwälte GmbH
 Busch Semiconductor Vacuum Group GmbH
 2be1 Consulting KG
 ALP.Lab GmbH
 Trustworks GmbH
 TCM Systems GmbH
 Markenstolz OG
 CAC Construction Assembling Corporation GmbH
 nymea GmbH
 Tremitas GmbH
 BearingPoint GmbH
 Edera Safety GmbH & CoKG
 EPIConsulting
 LEFTSHIFT ONE Software GmbH
 NET-Automation GmbH
 Raiffeisen Rechenzentrum GmbH
 Siemens AG Österreich - Bereich 

„PL-CloudApplicationSolutions“

 Guid.New GmbH
 SCS - Secured Communications Solutions
 crank-e mobility solutions GmbH
 GP Motion GmbH
 edddison technologies OG
 Takeoff1 GmbH
 Providens Analytics GmbH
 Camfil Austria GmbH
 build! Gründerzentrum Kärnten GmbH
 isn - Innovation Service Network GmbH
 Silicon Austria Labs GmbH (SAL)
 Analog Devices GmbH
 Ingenieurbüro Berghofer
 BIK Breitbandinitiative Kärnten GmbH
 NAVAX Customer Experience GmbH
 Stadt Graz - Amt für Wirtschafts- und  

Tourismusentwicklung
 Airborne Motion Picture GmbH
 Silent Quo GmbH
 m27 Fedas Management und Beratungs GmbH
 KML Vision GmbH
 sanSirro GmbH
 Augmensys GmbH
 Novaflash GmbH
 Golem Digital / Johannes Fasching
 Legal Tech Services GmbH
 block42 Blockchain Company GmbH
 Arcadlon GmbH
 EET - Efficient Energy Technology GmbH
 XAUTOMATA TECHNOLOGY GmbH
 Carrot & Company GmbH
 Science Park Graz GmbH
 Gründungsgarage - Verein zur Förderung des  

Unternehmertums
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SHAREHOLDERS

“

„

As representing the interests of the industry, 

we have so far been going through all the 

ups and downs of the crisis, staying in close 

contact with our member companies. The 

pandemic has accelerated already established 

developments such as digitization, but has also 

shifted social values. Education, healthcare, 

mobility, consumption, culture – will all of this 

ever find its way back to normal?

Networks such as Silicon Alps and the Federa-

tion of Industry (IV) have played and still play 

an important role, as they provide orientation 

in times of pandemics and can at least main-

tain and facilitate connections via their virtual 

networks.

network

Claudia Mischensky, 

Industriellenvereinigung (Federation of Industry)
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SILICON ALPS – Beyond Microelectronics

In the context of the world’s microelectronics industry, Austria provides highly 

sophisticated technology with significant contributions. 

As a key provider on the world’s microelectronics market, Austria contributes 

highly sophisticated products and concepts to the leading technologies of today 

and tomorrow. In 2016, the foundation bricks were laid for the Silicon Alps Cluster 

as a landmark in the joint motivation to unite and promote the powerful Elec-

tronic Components and Systems ecosystem in the South of Austria. As an im-

portant connecting device, enabler and disseminator, the cluster represents and 

combines a thriving and diverse region, where traditional high-tech industries are 

accompanied by universities, research labs and a vibrant start-up scene which is 

backed by a growing variety of incubators and accelerators.

While three of the major integrated device manufacturers are based here, the 

Silicon Alps Region hosts several internationally leading equipment suppliers, 

strong niche players in the software and electronics components sector, a variety 

of small and medium-sized research centers and cluster organizations, as well as 

a good selection of specialized university departments. All of this is complemen-

ted by powerful user industries (especially in the automotive, aeronautic and rail 

sector), supporting the vertical integration of innovative microelectronic solutions 

in highly developed local value-added chains.

These businesses provide jobs to over 30 thousand people in Austria. If the re-

levant value-added chains of the ECSEL-Austria target group are included, there 

are likely to be between 65 thousand and 85 thousand employees (directly and 

indirectly) working in the field of microelectronics, embedded systems and smart 

systems integration in Austria alone. The sales volume generated by these com-

panies amounts to more than 20 billion euros.

While the focus of all Cluster activities is directed on microelectronics, the areas of 

excellence in the region revolve around the fields of Smart Sensors, Power Elec-

tronics, Communication Technologies (5/6G, RF, NFC and RFID), Smart Systems In-

tegration, Material/Packaging and Process-Technology, Edge Computing, Embed-

ded Software, Artificial Intelligence, Quantum Technologies, Integrated Photonics, 

Dependable and Secure Systems. 

The Silicon Alps Cluster is built upon the pillars of innovation & technology, qua-

lification, cooperation and information for the sake of regional development all 

along the value chain.

REGION
CARINTHIA - STRONGHOLD FOR RESEARCH & INNOVATION

HI-TECH HUB STYRIA

Carinthia, Austria‘s southernmost federal province, brings together  

superior expertise, advanced technologies and an attractive mix of  

industries embedded in a highly innovative environment.

Leading global enterprises are a critical factor in Carinthia‘s exceptional 

technical expertise. In the last few years, companies have been expan-

ding their local research and development centers and cooperation 

with the Alpen-Adria University and the University of Applied Sciences 

of Carinthia. Together with many other research-intensive small and 

medium-sized enterprises, they have a determining influence on future 

advancements, amongst others in the fields of electronics, microelec-

tronics, mechatronics and medical technology. Incubators for startups 

such as the build! connects alumni, investors and project partners with 

young innovators and actively shape the startup ecosystem in Carinthia 

and beyond. Initiatives such as the Digital Innovation Hub south are 

focusing on guiding SMEs through the digital transformation and will 

combine the innovative power of Carinthia with the other federal states 

in the South of Austria.

Styria is not only a stunner when it comes to its magnificent nature  

with lush national parks in the mountainous west and rich and  

fertile volcanic-shaped landscapes in the southern and eastern part  

- often compared to the Tuscany for its beauty and culinary  

treasures. But on top of that, Styria is the number one region for innovative  

products and services in Austria. With an R&D rate of 4 %, Styria takes 

in a top position among all European regions. Alongside an outstan-

ding training, research, and business landscape, Styria boasts with a 

flourishing start-up ecosystem that increasingly draws the attention  

of global entrepreneurs and continues to leave its mark in the  

international scene.

The transfer of knowledge and technology is both a core objective and 

an essential part of Styria‘s story of success: The majority of Austria‘s 

competence centers conduct their research and other work in Styria, 

university spin-offs are part of the daily routine, and independent  

research institutions, such as Joanneum Research and the Silicon  

Austria Labs, are always open for businesses.
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SILICON ALPS

SILICON ALPS MISSION

To boost the competitiveness 

and innovative performance of 

its members

To raise the added value in 

Carinthia and Styria

To promote the location’s inter-

national visibility

To enhance the location’s 

attractiveness for start-ups and 

business establishment

    express the passion for technology

    spark innovation

    initiate collective performance

    conjoin competences

The Silicon Alps region is host and cradle to many key  

enabling technologies that have a significant influence on 

our daily lives. On the pillars of innovation, qualification,  

cooperation and information, three strong beliefs guide the 

united mission by all Silicon Alps partners: 

Our passion for technology will guide our society into the 

future. Furthermore, we connect our regional competen-

ces to spark international innovations. Ultimately, we trust 

in joint efforts and joint performance to reach the summit 

of what will be possible in the area of electronic compo-

nents and systems.

Where Tomorrow Comes From

SILICON ALPS

SILICON ALPS VISION – Where tomorrow comes from

The challenges of tomorrow can only be met by cooperation 

and collaboration of the best. Therefore, the Silicon Alps cluster  

organization sees its major task in matching the economic  

interests of the region with the industry’s strengths, the center 

of research efforts and the correlation to academia in order to  

ultimately serve the society in the region and beyond by  

increasing the global reputation of our electronic components 

and systems. 

SILICON ALPS VALUES

While the passion for technology stands in the middle, the core 

values inherent in the Silicon Alps cluster are the motor and  

motivation to advance our society as a whole. Silicon Alps  

thrives on the mutual trust in technology and the benefits it has 

on our society, our planet and all future generations. On the way 

to innovation, we build upon the guiding values of enthusiasm, 

betterment, energy, responsibility, appreciation, transparency 

and observation.

PURPOSE AND GOALS

The Silicon Alps Cluster directly supports the »Silicon  

Austria« initiative by the bmk – the Federal Ministry for  

Climate Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility,  

Innovation and Technology – and the technology  

platform ECSEL-Austria. At the European level, the  

Silicon Alps Cluster is managing partner of the »Silicon 

Europe Alliance«

The Silicon Alps Cluster equally represents the in-

terests of its partners and the public in fostering 

sustainable economic growth and sparking inno-

vation in the Silicon Alps region all along the va-

lue chain for the sake of society and generations to 

come. The services, targeting to unite the network un-

der the umbrella of Electronic Based Systems (EBS), are 

primarily directed towards SMEs, business founders and  

initiating cooperation through projects and networking events.

See all the amazing opportunities in the 
Silicon Alps region!

https://youtu.be/wTTMUd27bIU
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importance
The 2020 crisis has highlighted the importance 

of a stable cluster landscape for the ecosystem. 

In these turbulent times, the organizations act as 

beacons for the network and function as crisis 

managers as well as solution initiators. The Silicon 

Alps Cluster has been no exception in this regard 

and has proven to be a flexible problem solver 

for a wide variety of consulting as well as support 

needs.

The changes that the year 2020 has brought for all 

of us ultimately unite us for the common path into 

the future. We, as the Styrian Business Develop-

ment Agency, want to be a stable partner in these 

volatile times and align our services even more clo-

sely with the business needs of Styrian companies.

I am convinced that we need courage and confi-

dence to shape the upcoming changes. Together 

with the Silicon Alps Cluster, I am looking very 

much forward to the upcoming joint challenges.

Michael Liebminger, 

Steirische Wirtschaftsförderungsgesellschaft m.b.H. SFG 

„

“I still remember the April 26, 2016, when in the “Oldti-

mer” motor hotel on the Pack, on the border between 

Styria and Carinthia, the corporate concept and thus the 

future of the Silicon Alps Cluster was finalized. There 

was great agreement that we have found a promising 

time window. The scope was defined with Electronic 

Based Systems and by far the greatest efforts were 

agreed upon the subject of promoting and acquiring 

skilled talents for the industry. Making the opportunities 

offered in our industries visible, promoting the region as 

an attractive job, learning and living space to keep well-

educated people and students in the region, to encoura-

ge them to return after their studies and to encourage 

students and specialists from other regions to set up 

the center of their lives here, continues to guarantee 

a high level of commitment from stakeholders, cluster 

partners and public funding agencies. Initiatives and ac-

tive project development, with an eye on the findings of 

this special year 2020, thus cannot start early enough to 

arouse interest in digitization, green tech, start-ups and 

new business models and to leverage the potential for 

the location. I would therefore like to take this opportu-

nity to thank you for the valuable financial commitment 

of the co-shareholders – and even more valuable: the 

optimism and the passion that every-one brings in.

Andreas Starzacher,

KWF – Kärntner Wirtschaftsförderungs Fonds

““„ „
2020 has been a very challenging year 

economically, due to the pandemic. 

The many activities of the clusters in 

Styria and Carinthia, particularly for 

SMEs, have contributed to their future 

orientation.

No matter if “easy” years or challen-

ging ones, as we all experienced in 

2020: sustainable relationships like 

the ones facilitated by the Silicon Alps 

Cluster network remain a powerful 

foundation for best-practice sharing 

and the initiation of collaborations 

and new  project ideas. By that the 

network contributes to the positive 

spirit and strong momentum of the 

Austrian Electronic Based Systems 

community.

orientation

Michael Jerne, 

NXP Semiconductors Austria GmbH & Co KG

Josef Affenzeller, 

AVL List GmbH
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CLUSTER FOCUS GROUPS

The Silicon Alps Cluster Focus Groups (CFG) are a key component of the service portfolio 

for our cooperation partners. The four groups on RFID, Sub Systems & Integration, Clean-

room & Technology, and Cyber Security are communities of experts from both research 

and industry, who share competences and interests on technological topics that are  

definitory and strategic for the Electronic Based Systems (EBS) ecosystem in South Austria.

FOCUS GROUP: SMART SYSTEMS & SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Based on members‘ proposals, we generated a rich portfolio of themes with potential for 

further project development in the group. Among them:

    Finding the right assembly and interconnection technologies for system integration

    Predictive Maintenance for more sustainable products: a variety of approaches and  

      technologies

    Green and sustainable Electronics Based Systems

    In the online CFG meetings in November, we fine-tuned the portfolio of topics, 

      prioritized three of the topics and planned the next steps for 2021. There were 

      mainly innovation workshops on prioritized themes.

We are proud to have won the interest of new members for this group: 

k3lab, augmensys, TechMeetsLegal and P.SYS caring systems.

FOCUS GROUP: RFID

During the summer, the group members suggested various RFID application fields with 

high relevance for the Silicon Alps region and evaluated them according to a systemic 

consensing procedure with the tool „Acceptify“.

The „Spot on RFID“ on October 13, 2020, focused on one of the prioritized topics (regional 

vouchers based on NFC payment) and was conducted as a hybrid (online + offline) event. 

This matched user needs (community vouchers with low digitalization level) to potential 

technology solutions (NFC, digital platform to build-up and manage communities, block-

chain) and promises to develop as a project involving technology developers from Silicon 

Alps and need-owners from Styrian and Carinthian communities.

Our RFID group‘s other essential topics are identifying tools in production, Smart Days 

with RFID Tools, RFID for Smart Art. Another more extensive topic is „From Simple  

Identification to AI-enhanced Localization – Austrian Innovations for European Leadership 

„, which will be followed most probably in a workshop integrated into a significant event 

in 2021.

A recent highlight: Ms. Kalina Chakalova, a Master‘s student at the University of Graz with 

a focus on sustainability and innovation, will devote herself to her Master‘s Thesis entitled 

„Collaborative innovation processes in a cluster setting“ in close cooperation with the CFG 

RFID.

Working on Relevant Topics and Creating (Our) Tomorrow

We are happy to announce the recent growth of 

the Silicon Alps Innovation & Technology Team: 

Paula Brezovec, Innovation & Technology  

Manager, will lead together with Oana Mitrea 

on innovation and project development in the 

groups.

PROJECTS

We are looking forward to your participation in all Silicon Alps 

Cluster Focus Groups!

FOCUS GROUP: CLEANROOM & TECHNOLOGY

The main focus of this CFG has been creating a concept for cleanroom activities in 

2021. On December 12, 2020, we conducted a preparatory meeting for the webinar 

„Solutions from the Cleanroom Industry to Combat the COVID Crisis“, which occurs 

on January 14, 2021. The program includes: 

    Showcase the spreading of viruses and aerosols

    Highlights of the cleanroom technology expertise concerning COVID

    Solutions from the Silicon Alps cluster focus group Cleanroom & Technology

AIM

Their main goal is to initiate collaborations for projects. The following categories of 

endeavors are defined as projects:

    Large collaborations in extensive lead projects

    Smaller consortia to develop specific product ideas

    Transfer of know-how – e.g. as part of an FFG innovation course

  Awareness building project (for marketing purposes, HR cooperation with  

      schools, etc.)

The role of Silicon Alps is to attract interest and mobilize the right actors for the 

most relevant and innovative topics for the Silicon Alps region. Implementing the 

resulting ideas in projects (including the management) should be carried out inde-

pendently by project consortia. If necessary, the cluster supports the dissemination.

Benefits for you if you become an active member of the cluster focus groups:

    Learning from the experience of fellows

    Intensive exchange over a more extended period with expert colleagues who share the 

      same interests and competences

    Impulses for research and business due to technology keynotes or the CFG meetings

    Building of tacit knowledge and increase of mutual support

    Direct discussions and partner searches for projects

    Intercluster collaborations

    Working together on proposals for projects

FOCUS GROUP: CYBERSECURITY

We are very proud of our online event „Emerging Cybersecurity Standards for the 

Finance Sector in Europe“, administered in cooperation with Joanneum Research, 

University of Graz, RISE, and Vienna University of Economics on November 27, 2020.

Furthermore, in a recent CFG meeting on December 14, 2020, we focused on a vital 

need of the CFG members: a marketing strategy for cyber-security as a prerequisite 

for attracting professionals into the region. This critical need for visibility will be 

synchronized with the Silicon Alps EBS PR & marketing strategy (presented in the 

meeting by our colleague Hartwin Kostron, Director of Marketing & PR).

Furthermore, we explored the interest and potential of the group members for  

project cooperation in this field. In this line of action, a structured survey of  

motivation for project development and cybersecurity competencies will follow 

in 2021. The objective is to identify topics with potential for cooperative projects, 

which need the operative support of Silicon Alps.
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HORIZON 2020 A REVIEW ON WHY IT PAYS TO TAKE PART IN HORIZON EUROPE

Horizon 2020 was the financial instrument implementing the Innovation Union, a Europe 2020 

flagship initiative to secure Europe‘s global competitiveness. Our Startup Europe Ambassador  

Veneta Ivanova has successfully gone 

through the long journey in the Hori-

zon project. While it was an effort that 

might be compared to running a mara-

thon every week for two years, she looks 

back with a broad smile. She highly  

recommends anyone to go through this  

experience, as in the end, it’s more 

than worth it.

Seen to drive economic growth and create 

jobs, Horizon 2020 had the political backing of 

Europe‘s leaders and the members of the Euro-

pean Parliament. They agreed that research is 

an investment in our future and therefore put 

it at the heart of the EU‘s blueprint for smart, 

sustainable, and inclusive growth and jobs.

By coupling research and innovation, Horizon 

2020 helped achieve this with its emphasis on 

excellent science, industrial leadership, and 

societal challenges. The goal was to ensure 

Europe produces world-class science, removes 

barriers in innovation, and makes it easier for 

the public and private sectors to work together 

in delivering innovation.

Horizon 2020 has been the most significant EU 

Research and Innovation program ever, with 

nearly 80 billion Euros of funding available 

over seven years (2014 to 2020) – in addition 

to the private investment that this money will 

be attracting. It promises more breakthroughs, 

discoveries, and world-firsts by taking great 

ideas from the lab to the market.

To land a Horizon project is incredibly time-con-

suming – and on top of that, the success rate is 

relatively low compared to other calls. Creating 

deliverables, reports, and related organizatio-

nal work – including the certainly complex but 

simultaneously regulated billing (yes, the „AGA 

– Annotated Model Grant Agreement“ contains 

over 840 pages of legal information) - does not 

look overly inviting at first glance.

 

An exciting adventure begins...

Nevertheless, once you have made an effort to 

write your proposal for a project and the EU 

Commission considers the proposal to be pro-

mising, an exciting adventure begins: Coopera-

tion partners come together at EU- level who 

might otherwise never have come together. 

The shared work on projects makes it possible 

to accelerate/achieve technical progress (inno-

vation) in the context of global challenges.

Outstanding cross-border synergies arise bet-

“Be brave and submit your Horizon project!”

ween university institutions, industries, start-

ups/scale-ups, and SMEs. Furthermore, the 

regions are strengthened through the transfer 

of knowledge, and the competitiveness of the 

individual players (companies) is accelerated. 

Of course, last but not least, it is supported by 

a budget of 100 billion Euros (2021-2027).

Rise, fall, fail, learn, and rise again...

Does everything always go smoothly? No! Are 

there failures? A lot, also known as „learnings“. 

Is it exhausting? Well, that‘s a clear „yes“.  

However, you will be rewarded with great joy 

and satisfaction when you look back at the 

output and the dynamics that come along the 

project and the long path you have walked with 

competent, smart, and great people. Additio-

nally, the end of this path usually leads to the 

beginning of something new.

Take the challenge!

Hence my appeal to all motivated brains out 

there facing the global challenges: Dare to 

submit a Horizon project! Take advantage of 

the official information dates that are offered, 

get the necessary know-how, and, above all, 

always have positive expectations. Off to the 

laptop!

Veneta Ivanova, Startup Europe Ambassador and Startup Ecosystem Development Manager

PROJECTS

„TO LOVE WHAT YOU DO AND FEEL THAT IT MATTERS - 
HOW COULD ANYTHING BE MORE SATISFYING?“

- Katharine Graham

H2020/ DeepTech4Good Consortium after the DeepTech4Good Event in  
Barcelona | April 2018: 

Left to right: Silvia Castellvi Catala (i2cat/Spain), Thomas Gäßler (PhBW/Germany),  

Andreas Niederl (Joanneum Research/Austria), Veneta Ivanova (Silicon Alps/Austria),  

Samantha Michaux (Steinbeis Europa/Germany), Paul Stefanut (Opticsvalley/France)

H2020/ DeepTech4Good Consortium at the DeepTech4Good Event in 
Stuttgart I November 2018:

Veneta Ivanova (Silicon Alps/Austria), Samantha Michaux (Steinbeis Europa/Germany), 

Rosa Pardell (i2cat/Spain), Janina Kouvaris (Steinbeis Europa/Germany), Silvia Castellvi  

Catala (i2cat/Spain), Andreas Niederl (Joanneum Research/Austria), Paul Stefanut  

(Opticsvalley/France), Gawel Walczak (Secpho/Spain), Thomas Gäßler (PhBW/Germany)

Here you can watch the 
DeepTech4Good Event 

in Barcelona: 

https://youtu.be/HLtUx6kCYhQ
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PLATFORMS

QUALIFICATION PLATFORM

Through a study in cooperation with Joanneum Research, the wish for more apparent 

qualification offers became apparent. The challenge for companies lies in finding  

different qualifications and also in resources for research. Simultaneously, there are 

training and further education in our companies, which other partners could use.

As a result, the Silicon Alps qualification platform with the Trenkwalder Learning  

company was launched in December 2020. On this platform, all national qualification 

options on the Electronic Based Systems (EBS) landscape are structured. Further- 

more, higher-level offers are visible under the headings “Individual Qualification” and 

“Organizational Qualification”.

The platform will be further improved in 2021 as we work with Trenkwalder Learning 

to increase usability. The content will be refined, and relevant international programs  

(e.g. in Italy and Slovenia) will also be mapped. This will make it easier for our  

cooperation partners to find suitable training and thus facilitate staff development.

Come and visit, search and contact the Silicon Alps network at 

www.silicon-alps.at/partner-network/

PROJECT LEAD:
Elisabeth Berghold, 
HR Development Manager

PROJECTS

PARTNER PLATFORM

The Silicon Alps Partner Platform is an online presentation of the Silicon Alps  

cooperation partner network and it is publicly accessible - for all those interested in 

the Silicon Alps network and their various services and products.

The platform provides all Silicon Alps cooperation partners with the opportunity to 

present their own company and solutions in the best possible way – from business 

decks, references and white papers to talks and videos – and thus attract potential 

cooperation partners and partner projects.

Advantages of the platform:

    Facilitation of the establishment of contact with the respective companies 

    Increase the number of contacts through the direct contact person listed 

      on the platform

    Accumulated presentation of Electronic Based System company profiles

    Targeted search & find of companies by full text keyword search

Come and visit, search and contact the Silicon Alps network at 

www.silicon-alps.at/partner-network/

Available information on the cooperation partners on the platform:

    Company profile: company name, logo, address, keywords, short descriptions

    Contact details of dedicated contact persons

    Media files: videos, pictures, documents to download

Over the last two years the idea for the Silicon Alps Partner Platform has been 

born, developed and finally realized by the former Silicon Alps network partner ACL  

advanced commerce labs GmbH in collaboration with other suppliers. Our current 

cooperation partner Markenstolz Brand Communication has eventually taken over 

and now supports us in maintaining the platform. 

The Silicon Alps Partner Platform has been officially launched in December 2020 

and since then all cooperation partners are invited to benefit from the platform, to  

complete their profiles and to provide Silicon Alps with feed-back so continuous  

improvement of the platform in favor of all users of the platform is ensured. So, 

become a part of the Silicon Alps network and of the greater goal to display all 

the strength of the Silicon Alps Network and the region and make the assembled  

electronic based systems power visible internationally!

PROJECT LEAD:
Ruth Aigner, 
Ecosystem Development Director
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STIP - Secured Trustworthy IoT Platform

STIP focuses on developing and disseminating an open and scalable 

technological framework for secure and trustworthy IoT solutions.

Today, there are several limiting factors of successful IoT solutions:  

inadequate security protection, limited customer demand, marketplace 

fragmentation, or the diversity of standards and technology barriers.  

Therefore, secure entrusted communication becomes ever more  

important. The Secured Trustworthy IoT Platform (STIP) addresses  

these challenges by focusing on HW security and identification using 

a scalable and open framework (firmware, application) to address  

market place demands for Industry 4.0, Industrial Automation, or  

Predictive Maintenance applications.

Key Objectives

    Enabling platform security by end-to-end utilization of the HW 

       security features of the Secure Element from chip level to 

       application level

    Embedded controller concept to guarantee availability, maintain-

      ability, confidentiality, and integrity for a secure communication 

      in IoT systems

    Cloud-based selective and secure data collection, data analysis and 

      selective decision support, including secure communication to the 

      application

    Set-up Industry 4.0 application demonstrators in the data capturing,  

      analysis, and predictive maintenance area for evaluation and 

      demonstration purposes

STIP Explained

The STIP project, an FFG funded co-operative project of the FFG „COIN“ 

program, lasted from October 1, 2018, to December 31, 2020. For the 

project, different hardware and software building blocks were utilized  

to introduce secure key management and tamper-resistant data  

transfer strategies. Partners from academia and industry teamed up to 

realize the project. Various exploitation and application opportunities, 

such as the Bee-O-Meter were explored and presented in the scope of 

several onsite, hybrid, and virtual event formats. 

The resulting platform is divided into four distinct layers: 

    The Secured Node Layer is where data collecting edge nodes are 

       located

    Simultaneously, gateway devices on the Secured Data Access Layer 

      act as cloud connectors,

    forwarding the received data packages to the Secured Business 

      Logic Layer.

    There it is monitored and consequently sent to the Secured 

       Presentation Layer for further analyses.

To sum it up: 

The STIP Project evolves around a multi-layered IoT data collection system 

that enables secure data aggregation and exchange. The embedded level-

up to the cloud level, taking into account end-to-end security.

PROJECT LEAD:
Ruth Aigner, 

Ecosystem Development Director

PROJECTS

WHERE TOMORROW COMES FROM

Main Events and Activities 2020

    July 2020 | Webinar “How to design secure end-to-end IoT 

     communication applications with the EdgeLockTM SE050 plug 

      and trust secure element” 

    September 2020 | “Project & use case presentation in the scope of 

      the 76th Digitaldialog – Spotlight on Cybersecurity”

Numerous national and international channels have been used to  

enlarge the range of the information spread, and various participants 

from diverse industries and organizations could be reached. Further-

more, discussions and the exchange of ideas could be initiated. The  

actual participants of the different event formats covered a vast  

geographical range from the United States, Europe, up to India and  

China.

Therefore, communication and dissemination activities could increase 

visibility and reach targeted stakeholders around the globe. They could 

be involved in presentations, discussions, and idea finding exchanges 

and facilitate the ideas project development.

Beyond that, numerous publications were elaborated on the scope  

of the project by the academic project partner, the University of  

Technology in Graz.

The project partners of the STIP consortium 

covered the complete value chain: 

Funded by: 
For more details, have a look at the website http://stip.tech/ or 

contact the Silicon Alps Team.
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DIGITAL INNOVATION HUB SOUTH

The competence network for digitization and measures of  
SMEs in the south of Austria

The DIH SOUTH initiative was launched by institutions in the federal states of 

Styria, Carinthia, Burgenland, and East Tyrol in order to provide the best possi-

ble support to SME in the southern region of Austria in accompanying the digital 

transformation throughout the upcoming years. The DIH SÜD involves partners 

from the participating federal states‘ regional research and innovation ecosystem 

as central actors.

The measures offered by DIH SÜD - based on the experience and skills of the 

partners - range from the implementation of information events, innovation and 

technology consulting activities, and the implementation of qualification measu-

res to enhance the development of innovations. Therefore, a service package has 

been put together that focuses on the following topics:

    Production & manufacturing technologies,

    Security,

    Data Science - knowledge from data,

    Digital business models & processes,

    Logistics 

    as well as the subject Human resources & young talent

The thematic priorities are also aligned with the respective economic strategies 

of the participating countries and optimally served by the partners in DIH SÜD. 

Measures and activities in the thematic priorities must help to drive digital change 

in SME proactively.

The portfolio of activities for digitization measures offered in DIH SÜD includes 

the following specific services for SME:

    Test before investment („test to invest“) to increase the motivation to invest. 

Experiment with new digital technologies and access to expert knowledge (tech-

nology and knowledge transfer, piloting and demonstration options).

    Support in the search for investors („access to finance“). Access to funding at 

regional, national and European level. Access to financial institutions and inves-

tors to gain access to follow-up funding, to take test and experiment results to the 

next phase, and access to incubation and acceleration programs.

    Digital education, training, and qualification offers. Skills and training to get 

the most out of digital innovations: „Train-the-Trainer“ programs, boot camps, in-

ternships, exchange of curricula, training material, etc.

    Further development of the ecosystem („enhancing the ecosystem“). Develop-

ment and networking of the innovation ecosystem and networking activities with 

other initiatives and existing programs.

PROJECTS

Partner in DIH South:

Text by Stefan Schafranek (JOANNEUM Research) and Martina Eckersdorfer (Babeg), 

translated by Silicon Alps
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DIGITIZATION FOR ZOO HERBERSTEIN

„ “
Partner project

In the course of our #Let’s Cluster event, an adventurous quiz app with near-field  

communication was initiated by the Styrian government together with the  

Gratkorn-based company NXP, the Silicon Alps Cluster, Technical University of 

Graz, 2B1 Consulting KG and the tourism marketing online agency Crosseye in 

cooperation with XAMOOM. The projects acts as a showcase for digitization and 

sustainable added value for the development of the Silicon Alps region.

Exciting quiz questions guide you through the zoo and make the excursion even 

more exciting. In 15 selected enclosures, NFC chips are clearly visible on the  

enclosure boards. If the zoo guest scans the chip with their smartphone, the  

question appears with three possible answers. 

“The app works using near field communication (NFC). This technology was our 

invention together with Sony and has become an integral part of our lives. NFC 

chips are also used in ATM cards for contactless payment,” NXP managing director 

Markus Stäblein explains.

The process was supported by the Silicon Alps Cluster, as Managing Director  

David Tatschl explains: „In joint creative workshops with experts from Graz  

University of Technology, ideas were created out of the box that were  

incorporated into the app.“

says Regional Councilor Barbara Eibinger-Miedl, 

delighted with the final product. 

“A particularly beautiful example of how the connection between tou-

rism, business and science is lived in Styria. A great added value for the 

Herberstein animal world and a project that can serve as an example 

for other zoos or excursion destinations,”

PROJECTS

A new educational program with high interactivity is guaranteed, as the app was 

primarily designed for schools and educational institutions and is available to all 

zoo guests and is suitable for all ages.

The app will be available for download under the name “TIERISCH COOL” from 

March 18, 2021. On Sunday, March 14, 2021, the documentary „Experience  

Austria“ with the title „Löwenstarkes Apple Country - Summer Resort in Eastern 

Styria“ is aired on ORF 2 TV.

Opening hours Zoo Herberstein:

Open daily from March 18, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.



“
„

Despite the pandemic turbulence, we 

had a reasonably good year. The fact 

that we cover several industries and 

product pillars has proven right. We 

are always actively involved in  

networks and benefit from cluster  

organizations as it helps us to think 

bigger and increases our self- 

confidence.„
“For Silicon Austria Labs, as for many 

other companies, 2020 has been a 

challenging year. But despite all  

circumstances, we managed to grow 

by more than 40 researchers and  

employees and significantly increased 

our projects within the industry. The 

Silicon Alps Cluster was of great help 

in expanding our network to company 

partners.

Josef Ortner, 

Ortner Cleanroom Engineering GmbH

Gerald Murauer, 

Silicon Austria Labs GmbH (SAL)

“

„ „
“2020 was of course dominated by the COVID-19 

pandemic. We realized early on that the further 

optimization and expansion of our digital communi-

cation, from support to marketing and 

sales, is particularly important in these times. We 

made our website more interactive, expanded our 

social media channels and held a series of webinars 

in the areas of identification, security and wireless 

communication. The Silicon Alps Cluster offers net-

working, know-how exchange, cooperation and 

synergy effects. It also represents and networks the 

entire EBS (Electronic Based Systems) industry with 

stakeholders from business, research, education 

and location development and is thus an important 

mouthpiece for the companies, their 

employees and the entire region.

Despite Covid-19, 2020 was the best year in the 

history of ams. Revenues of USD 2,291 million  

showed a year-on-year growth of 2% and an  

increase in full year adjusted operating result. The 

robust performance has mainly been driven by the 

ams consumer business. Propelled by the outbreak 

of Covid-19, ams introduced a very innovative  

spectral sensing solution for medical lateral flow 

tests (LFT), an established in vitro diagnos-tics 

method for viruses and bacteria. Customers started 

already the production of the Covid-19 antigen test 

solution. ams had been working on combining ams 

and OSRAM, with which we become a global leader 

in optical solutions. From emitters to optical com-

ponents and modules, detectors, integrated circuits 

and algorithms, we serve the full value chain

for optical solutions with an unmatched portfolio.

ams values the exchange in the Silicon Alps network 

very much and will continue to build on this strong 

network.

strong
Verena Vescoli,

ams AG

Markus Pistauer, 

CISC Semiconductor GmbH
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76. Digitaldialog

22nd, Lendhafen Graz & Online

Match your project with the 

right investor |  

Webinar with m27

29th, Online

Spot on RFID

13th, Lendhafen Graz & 

Online

Robotics Talk 

FH Kärnten, GMAR & SAC

20th, FH Kärnten Villach 

& Online

77th Digitaldialog

27th, Lendhafen Graz & 

Online

EXPORT ACADEMY | Cross Cluster 

Webinar Series with GTC, HTS, CIS, 

ACS, ICS, HC, SAC

9th,11th, 19th & 24th, Online

Online Symposium | Cybersecurity

RISE, Joanneum Research, Vienna 

University of Economics and 

Business, University Graz, SAC

27th, Online

Start (up) Friday AI |

see:PORT, SAC

27th, Online

Wednesday is home office day | 

Cross Cluster Webinar Series

GTC, HTS, CIS, ACS, ICS, HC, SAC

18th & 25th, Online

Export online workshop| Cross 

Cluster Event with GTC, HTS, CIS, ACS, 

ICS, HC, SAC

30th, Online

Wednesday is home office day | 

Cross Cluster Webinar Series

GTC, HTS, CIS, ACS, ICS, HC, SAC

2nd, 9th & 16th, Online

Smart Factory | Cross Cluster 

Webinar with ACS, SAY

17th, Online

Developing data-based services – 

Data Service Cards |  

Cross Cluster Online Workshop

GTC, HTS, HC, SAC, Know-Center

3rd, Online

EVENTS 2020

Organized and co-organized by Silicon Alps
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71st Digitaldialog

4th, Carinthia

Production in times 

of corona crisis

1st, Online

Leadership in the crisis | 

Webinar with Art of Life

15th, Online

Funding and financing in the 

crisis | Webinar with m27

21st, Online

Tasks - Files - Messages | 

Webinar with IURIO

22nd, Online

Silicon Europe Alliance 

Expert Talk

30th, Online

Business Continuity | 

Webinar with EVOLARIS

5th, Online

74th Digitaldialog

26th, Online

Customer acquisition | Cross Cluster 

Webinar with GTC, CIS, SAC

19th, Online

Added value through data | 

Webinar with Know-Center

28th, Online

Taking off with digital sales |  

Cross Cluster Webinar  

with GTC, CIS, ACS, SAC

4th, Online

Digital customer interfaces |  

Cross Cluster Webinar  

with GTC, CIS, ACS, SAC

18th, Online

Digital marketing strategies |  

Cross Cluster Webinar  

with GTC, CIS, ACS, SAC

10th, Online

Cross Cluster Talk | 

Innovations, experiences &  

future strategies with HTS, GTC, SAC

24th, Murinsel Graz

IoT communication applications |  

Webinar with NXP, CISC & TU Graz

2nd, Online

Cross Cluster Summit

GTC, HTS, CIS, ACS, ICS, HC, SAC

6th, Online

Meeting of the cluster 

focus group „RFID“

8th, TU Graz & Online

Meeting of the cluster focus group 

„Subsystems & Integration“

9th, Villach & Online

Match your project with the right 

investor | Webinar with m27

30th, Online

EVENTS
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CROSS CLUSTER SUMMIT

The digital future has begun

Technology trend researcher Mario Herger was invited as a keynote speaker at 

the online event. The event was created as part of the cross-cluster cooperation 

between ACstyria Mobility Cluster, Creative Industries Styria, Green Tech Cluster, 

Holzcluster Styria, Human.technology Styria, Internationalization Center Styria,  

and Silicon Alps Cluster (the first cross-federal cluster to connect Styria and  

Carinthia).

Social, economic, and social structures have been in a state of upheaval for a 

long time, with digitization and networking playing a decisive role. The Corona 

crisis has given rapid change an additional boost and has shown how crucial  

digital know-how is. As an answer to future challenges, concentrated know-how 

is required, which ideally comes from a crossover of competencies. The Styrian 

clusters and network companies prove to be incredibly productive, with experts 

from industry, research, development, education, creativity, and internationaliza-

tion acting as initiators and driving forces of change.

Digitization: the chance for change

Barbara Eibinger-Miedl, State Councilor for Economy, Tourism, Regions, Science, 

and Research referred in her opening statement to the position of Styria as „one 

of the most innovative and research-intensive regions in Europe“. It is essential 

to learn from the Corona crisis and see the „immense digitization push and the 

strong awareness of regional products and resilient supply chains“ as an oppor-

tunity. Gaby Schaunig, Deputy Governor of Carinthia and technology consultant, 

pointed out the importance of modern technologies, which „even under these 

conditions made the exchange and new impulses possible“. „The Corona crisis 

has shown that we have to cope with digital and social change“, said Schaunig.

The crisis as the engine of innovation

Crisis management is also a question of the right attitude, as Mario Herger emp-

hasized in his keynote. The author and technology trend researcher has been 

working in Silicon Valley since 2001 and is known for his disruptive mindset. This 

is exactly what is required in the current situation, although the prerequisites are 

more than satisfactory: „We have the talents, the knowledge and the ability. We 

have to want it again and talk more about the opportunities than fear the risks.“

On July 6, 2020, the CROSS CLUSTER SUMMIT gathered competent voices from business, technology, and research 
online to sound out the economic opportunities that arise from digitization.

EVENTS

Do not be afraid of the future!

During the subsequent panel discussion, personalities who have success-

fully adapted their business models to the current challenges had their say: 

Ralph Harreiter (CEO of Parkside), Silvia Russegger (Institute for Information  

Technology JOANNEUM RESEARCH), Werner Kraus (SVP Business & Wholesale 

Magenta Telekom) and Ralf Mittermayr (CEO of Saubermacher Dienstleistungs 

AG). They all have one thing in common: They are not afraid of the future - and 

more so not of changes. The best practice examples from research, business, and 

IT show how digital technologies serve as a motor for growth and innovation, 

such as the „Austrian Digital Alliance“ initiative, initiated by Ralph Harreiter and 

the agencies „Wild“ and „TOWA“: „Despite the investment stop, we have to press 

ahead with strategic work, because only measures that can start immediately can 

counteract the effects of a crisis“, says Harreiter. Ralf Mittermayr emphasized:  

„Under the pressure of the crisis, we were able to successfully implement 

many positive things, e.g. teleworking, electronically accompanying documents,  

video conferences. Simultaneously, we are also relying even more heavily on the  

benefits of digital solutions for our customers, e.g. our intelligent garbage can and 

high-tech sensor ANDI.“

CROSS CLUSTER SUMMIT 

Live Session

CROSS CLUSTER SUMMIT
Live talk with Mario Herger

https://youtu.be/7O1iqcAXnd0
https://youtu.be/tVJY-xwxIEM
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CROSS CLUSTER TALK

Cross Cluster Talk: 

About innovations, experiences & future strategies 

At the iconic Murinsel in the middle of Graz, more than 50  

participants were given exciting insights into the challenges,  

strategies, and solutions of both a health care provider and selected 

innovative companies in the technology sector. The topics ranged 

from pandemic strategies in health care to industrial production  

strategies in health-critical areas, new diagnostic approaches,  

infection prevention and control, and resource management.

It was inspiring to see the current situation from the point of view 

of the Elisabethinen Ordensspital, which, as a health care provider,  

was directly confronted with the virus. They were forced to  

develop and implement new strategies and measures quickly – 

handling fighting the pandemic, emergency medical care, and  

standard care.

The Health-Tech industry has also proven itself to be incredibly 

agile and innovative during the crisis and has responded to needs 

and bottlenecks with numerous developments and innovative  

solutions. The Styrian cluster companies SteadySense, KML Vision,  

SOLGENIUM, christof industries, and EDERA SAFETY gave fascinating 

insights into their innovative projects on behalf of their industry,  

some of which were also part of the 26-million-Euro Covid-19  

emergency calls of the Austrian Research Promotion Agency FFG.

After the presentations, the various experiences and lessons  

learned from the Corona crisis were the focus of the subsequent 

round table.

After a long succession of online events, the Cross Cluster Talk on June 24, 2020, was the first event held in a physical form. It was also 

the first in the new cross-cluster format due to the cooperation of the three clusters Human.technology Styria, Silicon Alps and Green 

Tech Cluster.

How has Corona changed perspectives?

EVENTS

The discussion showed that with the Corona crisis, numerous top-class solutions 

from our domestic companies to combat pandemics are on the table but need more 

courage and attention in the future – as part of national flagship projects.

Watch the Cross Cluster Talk:

https://youtu.be/CRB6PijeDhY
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CLUSTER FOCUS GROUP EVENTS

SPOTon RFID @Lendhafen in #Graz
A Visionary Hybrid Event

The SPOTon RFID event took place on October 13, 2020, and was organized by the 

Silicon Alps Cluster Focus Group RFID. It represented a decisive step towards more 

efficient cooperation between RFID technology developers and potential users in 

creating digitalized solutions with a high value for society.

RFID technology has a long tradition in Southern Austria. World-leading companies 

with a high reputation in the industry and research institutions in the region have 

already made Styria a cradle of present and future RFID developments. More than 

50 % of the RFID chips in use worldwide have been developed in Styria.

Almost all companies are internationally active and employ around 2.000 people. 

RFID/NFC technology can support digitization in various application fields, be they 

in the industry, logistics, the medical field, entry systems and security, and many 

more.

The event in Lendhafen was set out to convey a current state-of-the-art picture  

of the RFID/NFC technologies and address specific use cases. This way, the  

discussions and keynotes provided insights into user requirements and possible 

answers that meet these requirements in technological building blocks for smart 

community vouchers.

These were the speakers and given keynotes:

    Akash Thadani, NXP Semiconductors Austria: 

     “NFC: Looking Forward”

    Markus Pistauer, CISC Semiconductor: 

     “COYERO – a digital platform to build-up and manage 

     communities”

    Thomas Zeinzinger, lab10 collective eG: 

     “Blockchain Token – Einfache und Nützliche Anwendungsfälle”

    Franz Krisper, Gemeinderat und Wirtschaftsbundobmann, 

     Kirchbach-Zerlach: “Kirchbacher Gutscheine: Erfolgsgeschichte 

     in der Zukunft?”

    Dominik Berger, 2be1 Consulting KG, Moderation

CFG EVENTSRobotics Talk @FH Kärnten - Feeling MAD – Functional Medical Assistance Devices
No doubt, robotics will be decisive for healthcare in the near future. But are we there yet?

This was the underlying question of the discussion about functional 

medical assistance devices on October 20, 2020, at CUAS in Villach.

Jointly organized by FH Kärnten, Silicon Alps and GMAR (Gesellschaft für  

Mess- Automatisierungs- und Robotertechnik), the Robotics Talks under the  

title ‚Feeling MAD – Functional Medical Assistance Devices‘ took place  at the FH  

Kärnten – Carinthia University of Applied Sciences (CUAS).

The motto has majorly been motivated by a recently emphasized research focus 

at CUAS in this area. In cooperation, the research team is developing technologies  

towards 3D-printed and additively manufactured lightweight and functional  

medical assistance devices, such as rehabilitation robots, orthoses, splints, 

prosthesis, and exoskeletons; this context especially also for human-device- 

interaction.

This research was highly motivated by the common goal to improve user well-

being. This major human factor is addressed by colleagues from active assis-

ted living (AAL). Collaborators in this context are Daniela Krainer (user-centered  

design, AAL), Franz Oswald Riemelmoser (3D-printing and lightweight  

construction) and Lisa-Marie Faller (robotics, functional components), who was 

also the initiator of this workshop.

More than 40 participants took part in a hybrid and live discussion about  

rehabilitation and care robotics. The invited speakers from the resorts of the  

industry, Alexander Kollreider (Tyromotion), as well as health care, Peter  

Grieshofer (Klinikum Judendorf-Strassengel), and academia Markus Vincze (TU 

Wien) and Daniela Krainer (CUAS), presented their perspectives on this field of 

research. They fostered vivid discussions about the general acceptance of robotics 

in rehabilitation and care.

While Vincze concluded that we are yet far from employing robots in care,  

Tyromotion is currently successfully distributing rehabilitation robotics as a mean 

to support therapists and patients in their training. According to Krainer, such a  

system provides substantial benefits for both of these stakeholder groups and can 

be successfully used to support training, but they can never replace the therapist.

Overall, developments towards improved ease-of-use, lightweight construction 

and functionalization (additional sensors and actuators) are currently on the  

research agenda for upcoming and future projects.

As a highlight of the event, Alois Bauer, CTO of Mattro, showcased their impressive 

Rovo 2 and left some of the participants stunned by its speed and precision.
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AND THE WINNERS ARE... Silicon Alps special award Smart Systems 
for the „Matura-Projektwettbewerb“ at the University of Applied Sciences of Carinthia 2020

The Corona crisis has not stopped us from experiencing a lot 

of joy and enthusiasm. This year, young talents demonstrated 

their creativity and strength to withstand these difficult times!

The idea of the Silicon Alps Special Award for Intelligent Systems  

originated in the cluster focus group Sub Systems & Integration. This 

award aimed to stimulate the young generation‘s interest in technical  

topics and the pursuing of a technical career. In 2019, the cluster fo-

cus group colleagues developed a prize concept and supported the  

competition with jury members to evaluate the technical projects.

The 15th Austria-wide Matura project competition at the Carinthia  

University of Applied Sciences took place online on April 24, 2020. It  

honored the best project applications in the categories of health studies, 

IT & engineering, civil engineering and architecture, as well as business 

and management. Secondary school students from all over Austria  

submitted 40 diploma theses.

In addition to the main prizes, Silicon Alps awarded three special prizes 

of 500 Euros each for projects in the field of smart systems. The winners 

of these prizes will also be given the opportunity to contact Silicon Alps 

Cluster partners to gain insights.

FindMyWay - guidance for people with disabilities:

an indoor navigation system for people with disabilities, integrating NFC, RFID rea-

der, database, software. Completed project, already in testing and working.

E2PS Ecological & Efficient Pool System: 

The concept of promising high economic efficiency has already been demonstra-

ted and has added value for customers and society since resource savings are 

highly relevant. Smart integration (sensors, IT)

Universal Smart Home: Smart home integration. 

The project links self-developed hardware modules for controlling the electronics 

with a server installed in the respective house. Emphasized were the ease of use 

for all user categories and the possibility for extension. Data security aspects were 

also taken into account.

1

2

3

The winners of the three Silicon Alps Special Prices 

„Smart Systems“ in 2020 are…

Watch the winning ceremony online:

SILICON EUROPE ALLIANCE

Experts Talk

Advice from Cleanroom Technology for Business Continuity in Production

The webinar „Business Continuity in Production“ was part of the Silicon Europe  

Expert Talks‘ series and built on the European cluster cooperation within  

Electronics Based Systems.

Nowadays, production needs to mitigate the possible risks of SARS-CoV-2 in-

fections. Although a lot has been done concerning the counter-measures and 

regulations, there is still much room for reflection about making manufacturing 

systems more resistant to contamination threats in the future. By providing up-

dated information and solutions from cleanroom environments and technology, 

the current webinar aimed at supporting production decisions concerning the 

possible virus transmission in production, the case dependent assessment of 

the contamination risk, the instances that should be contacted if contamination 

occurs, and the specific solutions that can be embedded in the manufacturing 

systems.

Expert speakers:

    Ralf Emberger, SONOSYS

    Hubert Jarnig, Ortner Cleanrooms Unlimited

    Emanuel Rothmayr, COMPREI

    Stefan Radl, TU Graz, Institut für Prozess- und Partikeltechnik

We warmly thank the speakers for sharing their experience and recommen-

dations with the audience and the participants for their interest!

The Silicon Europe Alliance is an Electronic Based System meta cluster,  

representing more than 2000 companies and research institutions  

serving and driving business in the following fields of application:

    Smart Mobility

    Smart Living

    Smart Health and

    Smart Industry

The Alliance members are leaders in digital technologies, including  

Micro- & Nanoelectronics, Cyber Security, Photonics, and Robotics.

Ten renowned European clusters have joined forces to support Europe‘s 

goal to be the world‘s leading center for innovative electronics and soft-

ware technologies:

   DSP Valley (Belgium)

   GAIA (Spain)

   High Tech NL (Netherlands)

   Mesap (Italy)

   MIDAS (Ireland)

   Minalogic (France)

   Mobile Heights (Sweden)

   SCS Cluster (France)

   Silicon Alps (Austria)

   Silicon Saxony (Germany)

Watch the experts talk online:

https://youtu.be/dX6qqswXRY4
https://youtu.be/OAu9zo4ixqc
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VIRTUAL FAIRS 2020

Same but different

In 2020, we have become witnesses of accelerated digitization all along the 

work-life in the wake of the pandemic. This also affects one of the most import-

ant tools for networking: international fairs.

When thinking about fairs, we talk of good times together with colleagues and 

friends, hundreds and thousands of people flocking together to see the newest 

innovations, the most promising startups pitching their inventions, and excited 

business partners who just ran into each other and discuss their opportunities of 

partnership at a table in the most quiet corner they could find. The magic of fairs 

is as old as trade exists. Still in times of globalization and the availability of goods 

at any place from anywhere, once in a while, we love to step outside our ecosys-

tem and see what’s going on in the world. 

Now the whole branch has undertaken major steps to make digital and virtual 

fairs as close to the real deal as possible. But let’s face it: Fairs won’t be the same 

for quite some time – if ever again. Like with so many things, we will have to adapt 

to new versions of it.  And so often when we deal with change, we get caught in 

creating an overly romantic picture of the past. Honestly, fairs were not always 

great. Hustle, noise, dozens of business cards of people you won’t ever meet or 

hear from again. Simultaneously typing emails on your phone, squeezing in im-

portant calls between the booths and trying to stay attentive while getting per-

manent overloads at almost all your senses. And all this wrapped into exhausting 

times traveling spending hours at airports with weak reception and no internet, 

overprized hotel rooms and a diet of 95% fast food. Yes, we too have encountered 

virtual fairs as somewhat different, but actually not so bad at all. They are more 

efficient, greener, and they do what they need to do. Organizers have done their 

homework over the last months and so fall 2020 has opened a vision of both the 

limits and the opportunities that come with the crisis. 

But one thing has been given prove again: humans will always adapt to change, 

and technology will always be crucial for progress.

EVENTS
SAC BOOTH at the ELECTRONICA VIRTUAL

November 9 – 12, 2020

We were representing the EBS cluster with our booth at the Electronica Virtual. 

The official numbers and figures, which are quite impressive for the first try in 

this format:

    8,253 participants from 79 countries joined the virtual format

    International drawing power: 52 percent of participants came from countries 

      outside Germany

    209 exhibitors from 25 countries

SAC BOOTH at the EFECS

November 25 – 26, 2020

The EFECS 2020 online was themed ‘Technology that works for people’, but it 

eventually turned out an appeal on the state of Europes digital autonomy. 

The annual forum of the European Electronic Components and Systems (ECS) 

community underscored the importance of the digitization. However, as an 

effect of the pandemic, the A-topic of the fair seemed to be the much-needed  

independence of Europe from competitors in China and the US. The core  

message was made quite clear among the keynotes and also the chats we had 

with other companies: Europe would need to build its own digital autonomy to 

make a global stand and protect its sovereignty all along the value chain, from 

data privacy to protecting the planet through carbon neutrality. 

Over 800 participants got together in a virtual space with an exhibition hall  

featuring over 95 booths, networking areas and tools to find people, discover  

projects and gather documentation.

PROJECT LEAD:
Hartwin Kostron, 
Marketing & PR Director
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A Series of events by the Silicon Alps Cluster

71. Digitaldialog | Digitalization in Agriculture | Carinthia

On February 4, 2020, the 71st Digitaldialog on the subject of „Digitization in 

Agriculture“ took place at the Carinthia University of Applied Sciences on the 

Villach campus. Four experts from science, applied research, business, and 

practice examined the topic from different perspectives.

Siegfried Spanz, Managing Director of the Carinthia University of Applied 

Sciences, welcomed the audience, especially Gaby Schaunig - who also  

addressed a few words to the interested audience - as well as other  

representatives of the Carinthian state government, Maria-Luisa Hadwiger 

(City of Villach), David Tatschl (Managing Director Silicon Alps), Eva Eggeling  

(Fraunhofer Austria Research GmbH) and other representatives from the 

Chamber of Agriculture of Carinthia and Styria, and Joanneum Research.

74. Digitaldialog | IT & Global Footprint Webinar

IT accompanies us in all areas of modern life. Every time we use a smart-

phone, tablet or notebook, we consume natural resources and leave an 

ecological footprint. But IT also supports us when it comes to living environ-

mentally conscious and sustainable. On May 26, 2020, the 74th Digitaldialog 

was the first online Digitaldialog, organized by the IT Community Styria and 

devoted to the effects of digitization on our carbon footprint.

76. Digitaldialog | Spotlights on Cyber Security

Cybersecurity is an essential companion in our digital world when  

successfully preventing data leaks and attacks on server systems. Companies 

struggle with known security vulnerabilities every day. In 2018, around 20.000 

cybercrime cases were officially reported in Austria. According to experts, 

the number of unreported cases is very high. The 76th Digitaldialog on Sep-

tember 22, 2020, which was held in a hybrid form, took this initial situation 

as an opportunity to bring domestic experts to the curtain on cutting-edge,  

cryptographic insights.

f.l.t.r.: Siegfried Spanz (FH Kärnten), Mario Fallast (smaXtec), Guido Breitenhuber (Joanneum Research), 

Landeshauptmannstellvertreterin Dr.in Gaby Schaunig (Land Kärnten), Gernot Paulus (FH Kärnten), 

Christian Tengg (Unser Lagerhaus), David Tatschl (Silicon Alps)

Have a look at the  

first online Digitaldialog: 

You can watch the hybrid 

event here: 

EVENTS
77. Digitaldialog | COREMED – The future of medicine

On October 27, 2020, JOANNEUM RESEARCH hosted the 77th Digitaldialog 

with COREMED, the cooperative center for regenerative medicine. COREMED 

director and physician Lars-Peter Kamolz opened with an outlook into the 

medicine of tomorrow, which will change faster than ever before - and with it 

the healthcare system.

„Medical knowledge is currently doubling every two to three months. Among 

other things, this presents us with the challenge of information manage-

ment,“ says Kamolz.

Groundbreaking developments in research and digitization are needed to 

enable the evaluation and use of vast amounts of data in a short period of 

time.

Kamolz is certain that this rapid development will completely change our 

knowledge of health, being healthy, and healthy ageing - as well as the  

development, prevention, and healing of diseases. At the same time, the 

way medicine is practiced will fundamentally change. The restructuring and  

reinvention of the health system will require some rethinking on the part of 

all actors.

78. Digitaldialog | Data Science to the Rescue Webinar

FH CAMPUS 02 invited to the 78th Digitaldialog on November 24, 2020. Almost 

70 interested people accepted the invitation to the event, which took place  

online due to the current situation. Under the topic, „Data Science to the  

Rescue“, data science methods were presented from two exciting practical  

perspectives, and individual aspects were discussed in the subsequent  

audience question. Stefan Grünwald, head of the IT & business informatics  

department at FH CAMPUS 02, guided the audience through the event.  

During the introduction to the versatile topic, he emphasized that data  

science is increasingly coming to the fore, affecting the range of courses.

Due to Covid-19, the 72nd, 73rd and 75th Digitaldialog had to be cancelled.  

You can read the follow-up 

report in German here: 

You can watch the event 

here: 

https://youtu.be/Qm8Bcrzbat0
https://siliconalps.streamdiver.com/76-digitaldialog/4
https://www.silicon-alps.at/77-digitaldialog-coremed-zukunft-der-medizin/
https://youtu.be/DjNFDtJN1ag
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QUALIFICATION & TALENTS

Career fairs in the pandemic - new opportunities, new challenges 

Career fairs are the natural link to educational institutions.

On the one hand, to present ourselves as a business location and emp-

loyers, and on the other hand, to discover exciting and committed future 

employees. In the year of the pandemic, these formats were severely 

affected. Many only followed the strategy of postponing them. In the se-

cond half of the year, we had to find out that there was still no improve-

ment and live events were hardly possible.

Like so many other things, the trade fairs shifted into the digital space. 

Various providers brought several tools and programs onto the market 

with which the digital contact was made. In our own experience, and also 

according to the impressions of our cooperation partners, the digital for-

mats are both an opportunity and a challenge.

To conclude, the range of digital trade fairs is much greater, but less sus-

tainable contacts have been made.

We are optimistic about 2021:

    Firstly, because the educational institutions were able to adapt better 

      to the situation,

    secondly, because we have also professionalized our online presence,

    and thirdly, planning security will be possible earlier this year.

Female Suxxess took place in October and November 2020 as part of 

the cross-cluster series of Silicon Alps in cooperation with the Steirische  

Wirtschaftsförderungsgesellschaft (SFG), ACstyria Mobilitätscluster, 

Creative Industries Styria, Green Tech Cluster, Human.technology Styria, 

Holzcluster Steiermark, and ICS Internationalisierungscenter Steiermark.

„Science knows that teams in which women and men work together are 

more innovative and achieve better results. Those who manage their 

company successfully in the long term rely on heterogeneous teams and 

women in management positions.“

„Female suxxess „was dedicated to the competitive factor diversity:  

Coaching for female executives made women visible in the company, 

strengthened their strategic influence and promoted their way into the 

management team. Targeted workshops had a personality-building  

effect and developed the participants into managers. In addition to  

specialist coaching, the focus was also on new joint networks. By parti-

cipating in the initiative, companies were able to position themselves as 

innovative, attractive, and gender-sensitive employers.

The first coaching for female executives was called „spirit for suxxess“. 

The workshop provided the participants with precise knowledge of their 

own specialist, social and personality skills, and personal development  

areas. Furthermore, individual visions and target strategies were  

established. The participants learned to pay attention to their sensory, 

cognitive, and somatic system, to reflect repeatedly in order to cope 

with everyday life more powerfully. The resulting clarity, strength, and  

motivation will further help the employees influence the company more 

effectively on a strategic level.CR
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EVENTS

The interactive career program was created to promote committed  

students and connect them with regional, national, and international 

companies at an early stage. The program includes workshops and  

seminars on soft skills and specialist knowledge. Besides, there are 

company days on which, in corporate practice, students and busines-

ses come together for a constructive exchange at an early stage. The 

career program offers companies a platform to position themselves as 

attractive employers in the competition for high potentials.

Silicon Alps was a partner of the project in 2020 and, together with Ort-

ner Reinraumtechnik GmbH, formulated relevant questions to be ad-

dressed:

Digitization - on the way to normality in companies:

    How do employees perceive current digitization processes/solutions?

    Which concrete solutions are perceived by employees as a relief, with  

      real benefit and high acceptance?

    Where are there weak points, and where is the need for action?

    How does digitization become normal for employees of all ages?

On October 7, 2020, the Kick-Off Meeting took place, and the students 

Alexandra and Stefan were assigned to the Silicon Alps Cluster. From 

October 27, there were jour fixes every two weeks.

The cluster took on the function of the coach and sparring partner of the 

„Chuck Norris“ team, and the problem became a product. The result was 

a game that helps people identify the digital skills they need and, based 

on this, provide them with information to expand their knowledge.

On January 21, 2021, various presentations by the students and the 

handover of certificates will take place as part of the closing event.The 

Silicon Alps Cluster is proud of its „protégés“ and is grateful to have  

participated in this career program. We are curious whom we will  

accompany in 2021.

The shortage of skilled workers also affects the EBS industry - finding  

sufficiently qualified employees poses challenges for companies.  

Concepts and projects fail because of human resources.

Consequently, Silicon Alps commissioned a study in 2019 to identify the 

shortage of skilled workers in the field of EBS. This study showed that 

the demand for specialists in the fields of electronic-based systems is  

extremely high. Still, unfortunately, the perceived quality of the  

applicants in the areas of research and development, project develop-

ment, and marketing and sales are insufficient.

The respondents wanted additional qualification offers (e.g. part-time 

or project-related) and less conservative recruiting strategies, support 

in staff development and more transparency in external training offers.

In spring 2020, the world changed significantly, and the Silicon Alps  

economic area was not spared either. All organizations faced completely 

new challenges and had to channel their resources accordingly. There-

fore, Silicon Alps has agreed on two main focus points of the study for 

2020: qualification and skilled workers.

We sought future employees at career fairs, and a qualification platform 

was set up. We look confidently towards 2021 and are keeping all the 

results of the study in mind. The aim is to deal with the problem areas 

mentioned as soon as possible. A contact to Hacetteppe University in 

Ankara/Turkey was scheduled for January 2021 in order to advertise our 

interesting business location as an appealing workplace and to attract 

talent across the borders.
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„
“It has been a challenging situation but I’m 

glad to work in an industry that has not been 

affected terrible hard as it was for tourism or 

restaurants. More and faster digitalization even 

led to raising revenue of our products. Conse-

quent working from home and extreme caution 

for employees who must work at the company 

site avoided Covid19 clusters and increased 

cases of disease. The Silicon Alps Cluster was a 

valuable opportunity for exchange of experien-

ces with other companies in a similar situation. 

I really hope personal contacts and increased 

activities of the SAC will be possible soon!

exchange

„ “The last year has been very demanding for us 

as well, in business and due to the pandemic. 

We are quite proud to have overcome the chal-

lenges on many levels and without damage to 

the company and the employees. The exchange 

with the Silicon Alps Cluster was valuable,  

especially with regard to forming cluster focus 

groups to develop and explore new  

business opportunities.

Michael Stahl, 

TDK Electronics GmbH & Co OG

Heinz Cramer, 

LAM Research AG

„
“The past year was full of challenges and 

uncertainties. Although it was a year in which 

we at SLOC learned even more intensively to 

master challenges together. Now we can look 

back with pride on our most successful year 

to date! Despite everything, this crisis also 

had positive effects, such as the necessary 

focus on the essentials. This led to a push of 

digitalization in various industries, from which 

we as SLOC were also able to benefit. Silicon 

Alps has supported us optimally in many 

ways. Especially through great marketing 

possibilities and a valuable network of tech-

companies. „
“Last year was a completely unknown situation 

and a great challenge for us, as it was for all 

people worldwide. Fortunately, sustainable, 

green power supply has continued to be an 

important issue for us all, even during a  

global pandemic. Security of supply has  

become even more significant than ever  

before. As a result, we have had a very  

successful year despite many delays and 

constraints. Nevertheless, all support was 

needed and warmly welcomed. Especially  

networks like the SAC support young start-

ups with versatile offers and therefore  

provide significant benefits for us young 

ventures.

master
Alec Essati, 

SLOC GmbH
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Jan Senn, 

EET – Efficient Energy Technology GmbH
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CONGRESS AWARD GRAZ | #LET‘S CLUSTER

#Let‘s Cluster took place from March 25 - 27, 2019, at the  

Messecongress Graz. The three-day summit was a public  

conference with many side events and a HighTech Expo. In  

addition to the two major keynotes – Bruce Bateman (CTO LiteOn  

and Smart City Evangelist) and Angelika Sodian (Managing  

Director of NiO, UK) – the conference topics focused on the four 

areas of Smart Health, Smart Manufacturing, Smart Mobility, and 

Smart Home Smart Energy. With 1.200 visitors from 30 countries, 

144 speakers in 43 sessions, 74 exhibitors and 160 „official“ but far 

more B2B matches, #Let‘s Cluster was a great success!

With our lighthouse summit at Europe‘s #Let‘s Cluster 2019, we 

and our ecosystem have been awarded the Graz Congress Award.

Due to the Corona pandemic, the 12th presentation of the Graz 

Congress Award could not take place in a festive gala this year.  

Despite these dynamic times, we are very grateful to have been 

awarded this prize by Mayor Siegfried Nagl and City Councillor  

Günter Riegler at the City Hall of Graz. We, as Electronic Based  

Systems Cluster, are thrilled to be among the best in this area.  

However, without the support of our partners, sponsors, and  

participants who made this event so successful, this would not 

have been possible. We thank you for that!

#Let‘s Cluster | At a glance

The overall goal of #Let‘s Cluster was to create a business platform for our ecosystem, on which the region 

of Southern Austria and its leading companies could present themselves to international decision-makers.

This award shows us that we made the right decisions because 

the Graz Congress Award is considered an honor in the meetings 

and congress industry. Despite the numerous nominated entries, 

we were able to prevail over other top-class applicants – thanks 

to the renowned jury members of the rectors of Graz Universi-

ties, Universities of Applied Sciences, the Academy of Sciences, the  

management of Joanneum Research Forschungsgesellschaft 

Gmbh, and many more.

To be among the best is both an honor and a mission to continue ex-

panding our network and strengthening our region internationally with  

personal commitment, firm determination, and wholehearted dedication.

#LET‘S CLUSTER SPONSORSHIP AWARD

STEM PROJECTChildren are our biggest reward – #LetsCluster Sponsorship Award to 

support young research talents 

Our particular concern was to use prize money we have won to support young, 

skilled workers of tomorrow in their earliest years of education. Therefore, it was 

decided to create the special Silicon Alps „#Let‘s Cluster Sponsorship Award“ for 

the exemplary early support of young, potential EBS professionals of tomorrow 

in the STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) fields of knowledge.

Austrian preschools to raise the future STEM experts

As the Silicon Alps Cluster has its origins in Carinthia and Styria, we chose two 

preschools in these areas for the award. The Styrian preschool „MOMO“ and the 

Carinthian preschool „Sonnenschein“ are among the most innovative ones in the 

area. Both preschools share the same vision to provide a stimulating and prepa-

red environment so that children can develop their inherent potential in the best 

possible way and thus awaken interest and enthusiasm for STEM subjects. Both 

preschools offer research and exploration material and conduct exciting projects 

on these topics on a regular basis. The children‘s everyday life is characterized by 

technical learning, playful tasks, and experimentation opportunities. Through con-

sciously selected material and actively including these young minds, the children 

can get familiar with technology concepts. As a result, the children become more 

aware of their own inclinations, activities, and potential. 

Future projects made possible with the #Let‘s Cluster Sponsorship award

Both preschools are excited about their next adventures with their young, bright minds.

Each preschool uses the Silicon Alps funding for different projects within the STEM and research area: 

f.l.t.r.: Gudrun Dallermassl (Head of Kindergarten MOMO), 
Ruth Aigner (Initiator of the Sponsorship Award, Silicon Alps), 
Christina Henrich (Initiator of the Sponsorship Award, Silicon 

Alps), Ingrid Cvetko (Kindergarten MOMO), Eva Hoffmann 
(Kindergarten MOMO); In front: potential specialists of tomorrow 

(Kindergarten MOMO)

f.l.t.r.: Walter Baierl (Energy Agency Ing. Walter Baierl), Andrea Koss 
(Head of Kindergarten/Hort, City of Klagenfurt), Franz Petritz (Kla-
genfurt City Council, Education and Health Departments), Chantal 
Zenner (Kindergarten Sonnenschein), Daniela Wrumnig (Head of 
Kindergarten Sonnenschein), Christina Henrich (Initiator of the 
sponsorship award, Silicon Alps), Ruth Aigner (Initiator of the spon-
sorship award, Silicon Alps), Elisabeth Berghold (Silicon Alps), Lisa  
Mödritscher (Kindergarten Sonnenschein); In front: potential spe-
cialists of tomorrow (Kindergarten Sonnenschein)

The Silicon Alps Cluster is thus proud to sponsor two highly important and innovative Austrian preschools that contribute to creating a future that will  

positively affect everyone. Manifesting future-oriented topics in children‘s minds establishes the foundation to achieve great things. 



“

partners

„

Most probably, COVID-19 has accelerated global digitization by a decade. In almost all countries of the world the-

re has been an increase in data traffic of up to 50 percent since the outbreak of the pandemic, the main drivers 

behind the digitization surge were, above all, home office, home schooling and home entertainment sectors – 

from gaming to online video portals. Politicians as well as infrastructure providers had to realize that they have 

to push the expansion of infrastructure so that their citizens can participate in and benefit from digitization. It 

was hence a good year for AT&S because we are benefiting from the global digitization trend. We recognized 

early on and long before the pandemic that business is becoming more and more data-driven: Digitization is 

important for society, as the challenges of our times can only be mastered with digitization and hence new tech-

nologies have to be brought into the global market faster and faster. And that’s our job as an enabler of digitiza-

tion. With an R&D quota of around 5 percent, Styria has become one of the leading research regions in Europe 

and an important microelectronics center. Numerous Styrian success stories are related to using the advantages 

of digitization, while another important and contributing factor is the networking made  

possible by the Silicon Alps microelectronics cluster since its foundation five years ago. More than 80 companies 

and research institutions set an example of how to work well together, exchange experiences, live innovation 

and develop solutions. This also ensures that Styria is by far the number one research and innovation federal 

state in Austria and continues to be a European model region. And, as we are currently experiencing with the 

corona pandemic, cooperation is more important than ever in challenging times.

Heinz Moitzi, 

AT&S Austria Technologie & Systemtechnik Aktiengesellschaft

„
“2020 has been a disruptive year for all of 

us due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Also, for 

us at Intel in Austria, the challenges that 

came with the pandemic required sudden 

responses and a turnaround in the way 

our employees work together. I am proud 

on how well our team was able to adapt 

the working mode almost immediately to 

remote and enabled us to accelerate and 

grow our business in Austria.

grow

„
““The year 2020 was marked by the  

pandemic and a new dynamic of digital 

transformation. Microelectronics are 

the backbone of digitalization and a key 

technology for a sustain-able future. For 

Infineon Austria, the Silicon Alps Cluster 

is a vital network in the branch to connect 

with companies in production, supply and 

service area. In joint projects, we can drive 

forward cutting-edge know-how along the 

microelectronic value chain, boosting tech-

nological innovations and thus strengthe-

ning the entire high-tech location.“

Gerhard Knoblinger, 

Intel Austria GmbHStefan Berger, 

Infineon Technologies Austria AG
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#CHAMPIONS OF THE CRISIS

How startups and universities act as role models in the crisis

March 2020 – the world suddenly faces an unprecedented situation. 

The Corona crisis has been a challenging situation that has affected ever-

yone everywhere. Stores and restaurants were being closed, work was 

no longer allowed at construction sites, many companies had to put their 

employees on short-time work or even lay them off. Supply chains were 

breaking down, and, in many cases, production was no longer possible. 

Above all, SME, EPU and start-ups have been hit extremely hard right from 

the beginning. 

But for our #ChampionsOfTheCrisis a pandemic is no reason to stand still! 

We have produced a video that shows the innovative power of the Sty-

rian and Carinthian start-ups and universities that have mastered these 

challenging times. With agile action, innovative ideas, and exemplary com-

mitment, the challenges of the Covid-19 crisis were accepted and turned 

into opportunities. These companies show us that a global crisis does not 

automatically have to be a „corporate crisis“.  

With their platform IKOSA®, KML Vision offers a software solution for scalable image 

data management and automated image analysis made in Austria, which is mainly  

applied in life sciences. In the crisis, an analysis was developed by a Canadian research 

team to detect changes in lung X-ray images caused by Covid-19 disease. But because 

programming skills were required to use it, KML Vision integrated this analysis into 

IKOSA®, making it available to everyone online, free of charge, and simple to use.  

Especially physicians and other people involved in medical research were able to  

benefit from the platform.

Edera Safety creates physical products by combining industrial design and electronics. 

With cloud-based workflows and agile toolsets, they radically shorten their clients‘  

time-to-market and drive transformation processes in companies. The Styrian design 

studio responded to the demands of the crisis with three new concepts that address 

future travelling while complying with Covid-19 conditional health requirements: 

    The Flight Mask concept - „How will I fly in the near future?“, which also resulted 

in a so-called Flight Mask Round Table with the various industry clusters and Austrian 

stakeholders from the fields of health and mobility, 

    the „Smart Filter Concept“, a mask with a textile approach over the neck,

    and „Sash Distance Detection“, a detector that helps to keep the safety distance.

SUCCESS STORY

As a relative of an elderly person living independently, you want to support them  

without unnecessarily interfering with their right to self-determination. P.SYS caring 

systems develops the first non-invasive assistance system for independently living  

people and their relatives, as well as for the nursing staff in institutions to enable  

elderly people a self-determined life.

During the crisis, P.SYS caring systems realized that the P.SYS bedside monitor could 

be used to monitor patients in emergency hospitals with minimal adjustments. In this  

regard, an Indian partner of the company specifically highlighted the need for this  

system in developing countries as a new field of application. The company has thus 

discovered new markets with new opportunities during the crisis. 

sanSirro Sportswear enables individual design for sports and leisurewear in the  

hobby and competitive sports. With their second brand QUS Body Connected, they 

have developed a smart t-shirt that measures all relevant vital data, such as heart rate 

or breathing rate. Besides, integrated sensors record all the important geodata such as 

GPS, acceleration, or altitude. 

During the challenging time, sanSirro hired more than 200 additional people and 

converted their in-house café into a sewing workshop to produce about 220.000 face 

shields, 350.000 individual mouth-nose masks, and 750.000 certified health masks of 

the Grabher Group.

To make progress in the fight against climate change, EET - Efficient Energy Technology 

GmbH have designed and developed their SolMate, the first electricity storage device 

with a lightweight solar panel for the balcony to plug into the socket itself. SolMate 

helps to reduce electricity costs, and at the same time, it provides a privacy screen for 

the balcony and makes a great contribution to counteract climate change. 

The Covid-19 situation has made the company realize the importance of its own self-

sufficient and decentralized energy supply. The demand for  SolMate has increased 

immensely but could not be met because the crisis destroyed important supply chains. 

Therefore, the company has decided to bring several steps of the assembling process 

in-house in the future to create more independence from suppliers and partner com-

panies. The majority of value creation is thus located internally within the company.
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At the smart lab Carinthia of the University of Applied Sciences Carinthia, one can  

experience innovation, novel production processes, and the creation of prototypes 

first-hand. The extensive workshop program offers students the opportunity to work 

on and design future processes themselves.

During the crisis, the smart lab at the University of Applied Sciences Carinthia was part 

of the #MakerVsVirus initiative. The aim was to bring together people and organiza- 

tions in need of equipment or spare parts during the pandemic with makers and  

makerspaces that can produce them. With the support of private individuals and  

companies from Carinthia, hospitals, doctors, schools, and preschools could be  

supplied with over 8.500 face shields. Besides, a great community has been created, 

which will be cultivated for future projects.

On an area of more than 800 m2, the Schumpeter Laboratory for Innovation (SLFI), a 

part of the Institute for Innovation and Industrial Management from the University of 

Technology Graz, offers a platform for the exchange of students, researchers, startups, 

and established industrial companies. With state-of-the-art equipment, the collabora-

tion of involved stakeholders and the development of product and business models 

are optimally supported.

During Covid-19, the Schumpeter Laboratory for Innovation was also part of the  

#MakerVsVirus initiative and was equipped with over 30 additional 3D printers by 

its community. The lab produced 3D-printed face shields for the Styrian hospital  

company KAGes at the beginning of the Corona crisis. In the Austrian-wide network 

of the institute‘s director Christian Ramsauer and with the help of his institute‘s  

innovation know-how, a Covid Task Force Industry was created, representing the  

following results: the face shields initially 3D-printed at the Schumpeter Lab, now mass-

produced by the company Payer Medical, a disinfection line for the reprocessing of 

protective clothing by Ortner Group, Christof Group, Saubermacher and VTU, and an 

emergency ventilator by the company Hage Sondermaschinenbau.

SUCCESS STORY

Using crises as opportunities

Our #Champions of the Crisis stand out as role models for driving innovation even 

in a difficult and unprecedented situation. For all of them, especially one matter was  

important: not letting the new circumstances frustrate us, but summoning our  

resources and responding to the new demands with fresh ideas. After all, in difficult 

times, agile action and creative innovation are more in demand than ever. All of these 

examples show us that we are strongest together and that crises can be used as a  

fertile ground for letting progress and cooperation grow.

PROJECT LEAD: 
Eva Jobst, 
Media Manager

Watch our #ChampionsOfTheCrisis:

https://youtu.be/qCmLwXvvii0


MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
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TECHBLOG | „TECHTALK“

As of October 14, 2020, our Silicon Alps network partners have had the opportunity 

to present their projects and know-how by contributing in-depth blog articles for 

our tech blog format “Techtalk”. The topics cover the broad spectrum of Electronic  

.NET, the new framework for the browser?

When the software development company Guid.New GmbH 

was founded back in 2016, there was one thing that united 

all five co-founders: Their unconditional love for software 

engineering and technology. And as luck would have it, they 

all had a particular taste in the preferred technology for  

development. 

This taste was .NET and came in many different flavors, such 

as classical .NET backend development, WPF desktop applica-

tions, Xamarin mobile apps, ASP.NET server-side web develop-

ment, and a few more. But one thing was missing: Single-page 

applications for proper web development. Since they all had an 

affinity for strongly typed languages and a proper framework 

with broad community support, their technology of choice for 

this job was Angular 2+ with Typescript as the programming  

language. While it was a great framework and opened  

numerous new opportunities, it still was a completely different 

technology than .NET, which brought its own challenges. They 

reached their first peak with a brand-new technology called 

“Blazor” when Microsoft first announced it on February 16, 

2018. An open-source project that promises client-side web 

development with .NET using C# as a programming language. 

Their blog article talks about what exactly Blazor is, the  

different variants available, and what they are being used for. 

Also, the learnings from the port of the Angular application are 

pointed out.

Read more: 

https://www.silicon-alps.at/blog/net-the-new-framework-for-the-

browser/

Based Systems and focus on the activity fields of our partners. Our partner  

companies provide interesting insights into their specialist areas, from smart health 

to cybersecurity and Artificial Intelligence. 

TECHTALK

LIGHT only when it is needed! Angiogenesis and Artificial Intelligence,  

a long overdue match

Combining Brain-On-Chip and AI to Tackle 

Alzheimer’s Disease

The necessity to save energy is highly relevant in ever-

yday life.

At night, however, thousands of kilometers are illumina-

ted on our roads, regardless of traffic volume. Comfort 

and safety do not require permanent lighting but rather 

a solution that regulates light dynamically and precisely. 

„Lixtec“ – a subsidiary of the Silicon Alps partner „meds“ – 

has addressed this problem. Lixtec offers lighting control  

based on radar sensor technology for street lighting.  

Every LED street light can be transformed into an  

intelligent, demand-oriented light source. 

As a guest in our „Techtalk“, they provide interesting  

insights into the functionality of their technology, the 

positive effects their sensors entail, and why Lixtec is  

considered a showcase example and perfect fit to the  

label „Made in Styria“.

Read more: 
https://www.silicon-alps.at/blog/light-only-when-it-is-needed/

Recognizing patterns – a key feature of human intelli-

gence and imperative for our evolution – now perfected 

by computers.

Over the last decades, plenty of imaging techniques 

emerged that allow researchers to investigate micro-

structures more thoroughly on smaller scales, overtime 

or in multiple layers. These imaging techniques were  

often supported by specific staining techniques to high-

light the microscopic regions of interest. However,  

quantifying morphological features was and still is often 

achieved only semi-quantitatively by analyzing contrast 

or fluorescence units of an image and remains somewhat 

elusive and time-consuming. 

By employing the latest Deep Learning applications,  

researchers can now easily and accurately quantify such 

morphological structures and are freed up to focus on 

advancing science.

Do you want to know why this is only possible now?
Read more: 
https://www.kmlvision.com/angiogenesis-and-artificial-

intelligence-a-long-overdue-match/

Dementia and Alzheimer’s disease are the most preva-

lent neurodegenerative diseases.

For drug research and development, samples similar to 

the structure of the human brain are required. Recent 

advances in stem cell technology allow the generation of 

such sophisticated 3D structures, called organoids. They 

can be investigated on fluidic chips, improve drug re-

search, and enable the modelling of individual problems 

towards personalized medicine. However, the creation of 

these organoids is difficult, heavily relies on trained staff, 

and is thus expensive, limiting the use of organoids in 

translational medicine. 

For this reason, the companies KML Vision and  

NORGANOID started a unique collaboration to deve-

lop a digital, worldwide available service to monitor the  

quality of human organoids at different stages of tissue 

engineering. By using Artificial Intelligence (AI), the quality 

of brain-like structures, which are grown from stem cells, 

can be checked accurately and automatically. 

Read more: 
https://www.silicon-alps.at/blog/combining-brain-on-chip-and-

ai-to-tackle-alzheimers-disease/



STAGEVIDEOS

ON STAGE

„Skilltree“ is a human resource software for successful skill management. It pro-

vides companies with a detailed and user-friendly overview of all skills available  

within the organisation, a simple search tool for complex skill profiles, and  

insights into employee‘s interests for further development. 

We interviewed Simon Löwy and Markus Skergeth, two of the four amazing 

founders. They gave us interesting insights into their story, how they got 

started, the best thing about being a part of the Skilltree team, and what 

the aim of their innovative software is.

Feel free to check out the exciting video:

„Trustworks GmbH“ is a security consulting and security research company.  

Their special lab equipment allows them to go very deeply to serve the  

necessary requirements in security projects.

The founder Markus Kammerstetter gives interesting insights into their  

broad range of high-level security testing. With their deep technical back-

ground and broad experience, the team of Trustworks is able to find the 

right solution for systems, where we tend to put a lot of our trust without 

any knowledge about the technical security implications. 

Their core concept is to solve hard challenges in terms of security and, 

as Markus said, „to hack for a good purpose“.

See for yourself: 

Stagevideos are a format for our cooperation partners to present themselves to the 

network and beyond. It represents their company profile in the form of a three to five 

minutes video. Within the target group are primarily start-ups and small businesses. 

The core part of each video is an interview with the CEO or another representative of 

the company. Additionally, supporting images are shown that provide insights into the 

respective day-to-day business. The videos are entirely scripted, produced, and post-

produced by us. To make the videos available to the entire network and beyond, they 

are disseminated on our in-house YouTube channel, our website, and our newsletter.
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TEAM 2020

2020 was a year of change full of challenges 

but also opportunities. Change is as well a 

chance of having the courage to question 

and continuously improve the status quo. 

„If you want to go fast, go alone. If you 

want to go far, go together.“ (African  

proverb)

In 2020, I created my very own chance. I 

changed my course and started a new ad-

venture with a competent and dedicated 

team on their mission to empower the 

creation of technology for tomorrow. We 

keep pace with the time and are commit-

ted to creating personal touchpoints for  

our cooperation partners while digital  

devices become our daily companions now 

more than ever.

For me, the Corona year 2020 was more 

than the culmination of fears, insecurities,  

and losses. It has shed light on what  

research and industry are doing to live  

longer, more safely, and cope more  

responsibly with Earth resources. A variety  

of topics for project development and  

cooperation with „sustainability touch“ 

were initiated in 2020 in the cluster focus  

groups by our cooperation partners. I  

greatly enjoyed the inter-action with the 

colleagues from research and industry and 

the growth of our Silicon Alps team! 

PAULA BREZOVEC
Innovation & Technology Manager

OANA MITREA
Innovation & Technology Director

Despite all the known changes, 2020 was 

a very nice year for me because I advan-

ced almost completely into the „human  

resource management depths“ as part of my 

advanced HR studies. So, it is all the more gra-

tifying that I was able to start my service for 

the Silicon Alps Cluster at the end of the year 

and can now devote all my knowledge to the 

many different topics presented here in the 

cluster. I‘m looking forward to collaborating 

with all the exciting organizations and their 

people within our network! 

ELISABETH BERGHOLD
HR Development Manager

2020 was a very special year for all of us. Our 

network had to face major challenges and 

adapt to another style of thinking and acting 

accordingly. My personal highlights in these 

demanding times were the glimpses of hope 

and success that several of our cooperation 

partners were able to share with us, once 

more manifesting the strength of our network 

and the regions as well as the underlying eco-

nomic power. 

RUTH AIGNER
Ecosystem Development Director

Despite the challenging situation we had to face

in the previous year, 2020 indeed was a good one

for me. With the opportunity to join the Silicon 

AlpsCluster, on the one hand, I got the chance to 

prove my strengths and abilities and, on the other hand, learn a lot about networking in the very  

interesting and fast-moving field of Electronic Based Systems. Even more importantly, I became  

part of a team where not only a special spirit and remarkable energy stand out, but also a  

remarkable passion for the daily business as part of our daily routine. I am looking forward to all 

the great things we‘ll make happen! 

ANNA KATHOLNIG
Executive Assistance

TEAM

Personally speaking, no year has taught me 

as much as 2020. It was the year of losses, 

changes, but also achievements. We‘ve  

experienced some of our cooperations 

partners facing economic struggling and 

broke down and others rising and achie-

ving goals they hadn‘t even planned.  

Dealing with this split was both -  

professionally and personally speaking –  

a rollercoaster of emotions. In the midd-

le of this economic and human crisis, we 

also had to say goodbye to dear collea-

gues and friends who decided to take on 

new challenges. At the same time, ho-

wever, we have also won new ones who 

are motivated and give their best. On top 

of that, together with a great European 

team from four different countries, I was  

honoured to finish one of the Horizon 2020 

(Programme for Research & Innovation) 

projects. I have the confidence that we will 

not only get through this time but emerge 

stronger. 
 
„Life isn‘t about waiting for the storm to pass. 

It‘s about learning how to dance in the rain.“ - 

Vivian Greene

VENETA IVANOVA
Start-up Ecosystem Development Manager 

In December 2020, I had the chance to join the 

Silicon Alps Cluster in the form of an internship 

in digital marketing, PR, text, video, and events. 

From day one, I felt welcomed in this diverse and 

competent team that encouraged me right from 

the beginning. No day is like the other - challen-

ges arise, solutions are being found, creation 

and innovation happen daily, and inspiration is  

present in every project.

Although 2020 was a challenging year, I was  

really able to grasp the importance of the  

cluster‘s work and the great opportunities it  

creates for its partners within the network 

and, therefore, for our Austrian business hubs. 

The value of the partnerships, projects, and  

networking activities is extremely high, and I am 

proud to be a part of the great doing of Silicon 

Alps. 

I am convinced that 2021 will be a strong year 

with many new amazing business opportunities, 

valuable partnerships, and inspiring projects.

Growing stronger with new challenges, 

staying optimistic, and rising above one‘s 

own imagination – these are my learnings 

as I look back on the year that was diffe-

rent from any other year before. 2020 

was challenging, but not just in a bad 

way. The Silicon Alps region, our entire  

network, and especially the individual com-

panies, like our #ChampionsOfTheCrisis, 

showed me that it‘s always in your own 

hands to create something good even in 

bad times. 

Last year also showed me that crises could 

have one major advantage – they almost 

act as fuel for new innovations and creative 

ideas that also give you a solution-oriented 

and hopeful outlook for a better future. I 

would therefore like to take this opportu-

nity to thank the entire network that has 

shown me how solidarity, team spirit, and  

combined forces can turn a difficult situa-

tion into a fruitful, creative, and innovative 

common ground for change in the most 

positive way. 

I might not be alone to say in early 2020 my 

life had been significantly different from 

today: for one part owing to the pandemic, 

but for the other, my professional life has 

taken a swift turn. Spending more than 10 

years in tourism and the actionsports in-

dustry, my heart has always been beating 

for the digital and tech sector – and now it 

finally has found a new destination joining  

the forces of Silicon Alps. I am glad to be 

part of a great initiative led by a bunch 

of highly skilled comrades and made  

possible by the willpower of outstanding 

innovators among our network of in-

dustrials, entrepreneurs, academics and  

researchers – all of these who make our 

electronic based systems play a major part 

in the world’s progress towards one smartly  

connected society. I am looking forward 

to making these great efforts visible and  

ensure that people around the world have 

heard of the great achievements that 

emerge from the Silicon Alps region.

HARTWIN KOSTRON
Marketing & PR Director

LISA MARIE SCHOKLITSCH
Communication & Event Support

EVA-MARIA JOBST
Media Manager
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OUTLOOK INTO 2021

Building on the efforts in 2020, we are looking forward to 

empowering and enabling our network in 2021.

Hopefully, 2021 will be the year of the great opening after several 

lockdowns and implement the learnings of 2020 into our program. 

The outlook is definitely promising: We will create even more  

opportunities for networking in virtual, hybrid and onsite formats 

to foster and intensify business opportunities. In particular, we 

will increase our activities in the areas of innovation & technology,  

human capital development, marketing and visibility of the  

cluster and supplier development. The engagement with key part-

ners, such as the Silicon Austria Labs, will be stepped up as part 

of the Silicon Austria Initiative, the cooperation with location agen-

cies will be continued at a high level, the Alps-Adriatic region will 

be integrated and promoted as the place to be in the next years 

and the active engagement in the Silicon Europe Alliance will be 

expanded. 

We would particularly like to announce the EBSCON, the Electronic 

Based Systems Conference and Excellence Summit on November 

3rd in Graz. 

It will be an excellence summit focusing on connecting the EBS eco-

system for cooperative research and innovation projects, enabling 

partnerships and business opportunities. We will develop a great 

program with a valuable contribution to our network and the Silicon 

Alps region in 2021 and look forward to innovate, digitize and lead 

our society into the future together!
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